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Inspiring  
Leadership 

The Campaign for  
Salzburg Global Seminar

Building on seven decades as a game-changing  

catalyst that prepares leaders to solve problems  

of global importance, we are launching  

Inspiring Leadership: The Campaign for  

Salzburg Global Seminar, a three-year fundraising 

effort that will propel this bold and important  

organization toward its next 70 years  

of increasing influence and impact.
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Inspiring  
Leadership

The first Salzburg Seminar began in the summer of 1947 with 
the ambitious goal of helping to rebuild Europe in mind 
and spirit after World War II. At the time, the U.S. military 
occupied a post-war zone of Austria, with headquarters 
next door to the Seminar’s home, Schloss Leopoldskron.  
The American commanding general heard reports of left-
leaning participants at the Seminar and worried that they might 
undermine American interests. Among those dispatched to 
investigate and report back was an American diplomat named 
Martin Herz. 

New Beginning.  
A participant and literary scholar  
F.O. Matthiessen (right) meet 
outside Schloss Leopoldskron 
for a discussion. 

Schloss Leopoldskron.  
The 18th Century Austrian palace 
has been home to Salzburg 
Global Seminar since 1947. 
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Herz found it was true that some Seminar participants leaned to 
the left and that some American policies were being questioned 
and criticized. But Herz recognized that by encouraging free and 
open debate among participants who not long before had been 
exchanging fire on the battlefield, the Seminar was upholding 
important values. The “unofficial and unsponsored character of 
the Seminar [should] be maintained,” he wrote, and “freedom 
of opinion of the participants should be preserved to the largest 
possible degree.” 

At a critical moment in world history, the Salzburg Seminar 
advanced the values of free speech and free assembly, bringing  
people with vastly different worldviews to a neutral, welcoming 
place where they could explore ideas and search for common 
ground. 

Today, the Seminar’s scope has expanded. It has evolved from 
The Salzburg Seminar in American Studies into Salzburg Global 
Seminar, attracting people from all over the world and taking on 
global-scale challenges such as human migration, sustainability, 
genocide prevention, healthcare, and the role of culture in societal 
advancement. But its values have remained the same. The Seminar 
brings diverse groups to the Schloss to engage questions that are 
hard to ask elsewhere, to consider new possibilities, to explore 
solutions, and to effect positive change. 

A small group of thoughtful, 
committed citizens.  
Margaret Mead speaks  
to participants in the  
Chinese Room during  
Session 1, 1947.

Founders. Clemens Heller, 
Richard “Dick” Campbell  
and Scott Elledge
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The Seminar has left an indelible mark on communities around 
the world. Seminar participants played a central role in Eastern 
European government reforms after the collapse of communism 
and in efforts to bring peace to Northern Ireland. For 70 years, 
the Seminar has tackled the world’s most complex challenges in 
unique and powerful ways: 

• Investing in individuals of immense promise who are working 
to solve important problems, people who may see the world 
in different ways, but who share a desire to make it better.

• Bringing today’s leaders into the same orbit with young 
innovators on their way to becoming next-generation leaders 
across the globe. 

• Reframing challenges that benefit from thinking that comes 
when diverse change-makers tackle shared problems. 

• Forging networks and collaborations that grow from and 
continue well beyond the Seminar experience.

• Connecting leading public and private institutions at the 
forefront of change to coordinate actions that can bring  
promising solutions to scale.

New ways of thinking.  
A participant takes advantage 
of Schloss Leopoldskron’s 
Venetian Room to brainstorm  
a few concepts.

Lasting impact.  
Following events leading  
up to, and after the fall of the 
Berlin Wall, Salzburg Global 
Fellows had an influence  
on Eastern European  
government reforms.
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To propel this bold endeavor into the coming decades, we have 
launched Inspiring Leadership: The Campaign for Salzburg Global 
Seminar, a three-year fundraising investment in our future that 
will expand the influence we have on emerging leaders and 
institutions across the world. The Campaign will:

BRIDGE DIVIDES AND BREAK THROUGH BARRIERS

Expanding scholarship and other support to ensure that rising 
stars from anywhere on the planet, regardless of financial means, 
can participate in Seminar programs, and to deepen the post-
seminar impact of their work.

SUPERCHARGE INNOVATION

Partnering with the world’s leading thinkers and institutions 
to explore solutions to problems of global scale, while building 
specific strategies for change.

PRESERVE AND INVEST IN KEY ASSETS

Preserving the historic qualities of Schloss Leopoldskron as 
an inspiring environment for engagement and as an income-
producing business that can help secure Salzburg Global 
Seminar’s long-term financial independence.  

Shine a light.  
Salzburg Global Seminar 
continues to focus on some 
of the planet‘s most complex 
challenges, encouraging  
young and current leaders  
to seek clarity in the fog.

Action plan.  
Fellows of the Session 562 
Rethinking Care Toward  
the End of Life consider how  
their ideas can lead to  
tangible outcomes.


